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INTRODUCTION


Your business is important. It is your largest asset and the income source for you and your 
family. Protecting it should not be frustrating and difficult. Yet far too often, business owner 
protection planning gets mired down in confusing jargon and conflicting advice.


Value & Protect lays out a clear path for business owners. It is a “how to” not a “what to do” 
book.


Every decision you make about your business impacts your family and all other stakeholders 
so it is critical you make the right decisions. There are four key areas of business owner 
protection planing and three core principles. Once understood you are equipped to make 
planning decisions for your business with confidence.


Value and Protect is divided into three parts.


Part 1 - Value and Protect - Protection Planning from Start to Finish


Part 2 - Appendix - A deeper dive into Valuation, the 4 Planning Areas and the 3 Principles.


Part 3 - A list of additional resources.


If you’ve never done any serious business protection planning, Value & Protect gets you 
started. If you’ve done extensive planning, Value & Protect helps you validate the 
completeness and the quality of the work. Your business is your most important asset, never 
lose sight of this truth. 


Chapters 1 to 7 are designed to be a quick read, under half an hour. Your time is in short 
supply. Most business owners have experienced frustration in the time it takes to plan and the 
oversupply of information. We know, we have listened to you.


 



CHAPTER 1

FRUSTRATION


You want to make the right planning decisions for your business with so much to protect. 


There are:


• Lots of ideas

• Lots of solutions

• Lots of opinions

• Lots of advisors

• Lots of advice

• Lots of products

• Lots of questions


This amount of information fuels confusion and frustration. There is too much to choose from 
often leading to a disorganized approach. Time is wasted. You end up with incomplete 
planning leaving you vulnerable in important areas. Worse yet, you might spend a lot of time 
and energy only to end up not doing anything at all. We’ve all been there.


What is best for you and your business? First of all you should not be frustrated. But where is a 
good place to start? Well, where are you today?




CHAPTER 2

VALUE & PROTECT


Planning is most effective and efficient when there is a well defined starting point and and a 
clear end point. A good beginning sets us off in the right direction. A well defined objective 
keeps us on track. When we fail to define the beginning and the end it becomes difficult to 
achieve good results.


What is the best way to start protection planning for your business? Start with a valuation. If 
the goal is to protect the business then you want to know its value and what is at stake. This 
might seem obvious but very few business owners know the value of their business. Start with 
a current valuation and get off on the right foot. Technology and Big Data makes valuation 
services today fast and affordable. There is no reason not to know the value of your business.


Think of Value & Protect as the natural bookends to the planning process. The process is not 
complete until until a plan is executed. For example, your Last Will and Testament is nothing 
more than scrap paper until it is signed, dated and witnessed. The moment you lose sight of 
Value & Protect as a guiding principle then all the fancy planning done in between is not going 
to do you much good.


Whatever your business is worth today don’t risk losing it. Whatever income your business 
generates, don’t risk losing it. Value and Protect.


In the Appendix you will find a detailed discussion about Business Valuation and what you 
need to know. In the meantime ask yourself, what is your business worth?


 


